Critical properties of the hard mode instability are investigated on the basis of a simple model usmg the response function analogously to that in dynamical critical phenomena. It is shown that Wilson's renormalization group method can be applied although some features are more complex in this case. Consequently, critical exponents are shown to be the same as those of the two-component ¢4-TDGL model.
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Recently considerable progress has been made in the study of critical properties near instabilities in non-linear systems far from equilibrium. As a consequence, it has been clarified that the critical behaviour is analogous to that in the equilibrium phase transition. These works, however, have been confined to the study of the uniform soft mode instability so far. Especially, Dewel et aLl) and Fukuyama and Mori 2 ) have investigated Schlogl's model 3 )using the method of Wilson's renormalization group4),5) and have shown that the critical behaviour near the uniform soft-mode instability is very similar to that of the one-component ¢4-TDGL model in the theory of equilibrium critical phenomena.
In this article, we shall show that the analogy holds for the hard mode instability which appears in chemical reaction system such as Brusselator,S) and that Wilson's renomalization group method can be applied also to this case.
In order not to be encumberd by incidentals, let us introduce a simple model which exhibits only the hard mode instability, We assume for simplicity that t91( r, t) and t92( r, t) are statistically independent and their distribution are Gaussian white. An additional condition, ILJil 
Here Greek suffices take values 1 or 2, the exponent d represents the spatial dimensionality of the system, and non-linear vertex U has the following elements:
The free propagator Co( k, w; LI) in EQ. (2) is given by To investigate the effect of non-linear terms on the critical behaviour, we adopt the procedure of renormalization group.4).S) Thus true response function D C( k, w; LI) satisfies the following Dyson's equation:
where il denotes cutoff wave number of the order of the inverse diffusion length') and U = ( Ul + U2)' Tr R/4. Here R is the correlation matrix of random force O(k, w).
As the system has non-vanishing hard mode frequency at the instability point, the first and the second diagonal elements of the free propagator D Co( k, w; LI) cannot diverge at the same time; the former diverges at w = We and k= LI = 0, while the latter does at w = -We and k=LI = O. Similarly the first and second diagonal elements of true response function in the diagonal form have a singularity at k= 0, LI = LI* for w= We and w = -We respectively, where LI * is the renormalized critical value of LI to be determined. As is easily seen, the parameter LI in the present model plays the same role as the temperature in the equilibrium phase transition. Thus critical exponents are defined as follows:
where ~ is the coherence length of the system. In the classical theory, these expononts have values lJ = 1/ 2, I' = 1 and r; = z =0.
In the present analysis. the Kadanoff transformation Rbi and the scale transformation Rb s are applied to the response function directly, i. e., Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) respectively. In the most-divergent diagrams, examples of which are shown in Fig.  (3 which does not diverge at k=w=£1=O. Thus so far as critical properties are concerned, only the most-divergent terms are dominant in the vicinity of the instability point, and hence only those terms relate to the renormalization group procedure.
Requiring scale invariance for coefficients of k 2 and W in the critical propagator without performing Kadanoff transformation, we obtain z = 0 = g = 2. The scale transformation gives lJ = 4 -d, which shows that the critical dimensionality of the system is 4. This is the same result as that in the equilibrium phase transition in the ¢-TDGL model.
It should be emphasized that non-critical propagators need not be scaled, since they remain finite at the instability point where the coherence length of the system diverges. This leads that the critical dimensionality of the hard mode instability in those models containing second order non-linear processes such as Brusselator and Oregonator
11
) also becomes 4, because at least one of the propagator connected to a three point vertex must be non-critical one due to conservation law. In other words, a pair of three-point vertex connected with a non-critical propagator acts as an effective four-point critical vertex as shown in Fig. He) . In contrast with the hard mode instability, those systems containing second order non-linear processes in equilibrium critical phenomena such as the ¢3-TDGL model has the critical dimensionality equal to 6.
)
First we carry out the renormalization group analysis of non-linear coupling constant u. We extract terms proportional to 81=ln b from two kinds of diagrams shown in Fig.  2(a) representing vertex corrections. Similarly the renormalization group analysis of the parameter Ll is carried out on the diagram shown in Fig. 2(b) . The results are summarized into following equations:
(a) (6) where E=4 There are three kinds of diagrams shown in Fig. 3(a) which contribute to the exponent ~, and each types of these three diagrams contribute twice according to the way of contractions of inner lines.
Straightforward calculation of E-expansion analysis given ~ = E2/ 50. The exponont ~' is obtained as ~'= 10 2 /100 using the same set of diagrams. Similarly, with the diagram shown in Fig. 3(b) , the critical exponent y is ob- In this paper we have investigated critical properties of the hard mode instability on a simple model. There are three consequences obtained throughout this work. First, it is shown that the critical behaviour of the hard mode system can be investigated by Wilson's renormalization group method, although the system has non-vanishing critical frequency at the critical point. Second, existence of non-critical propagators which do not contribute to the singular behaviour of the hard mode system at the instability point is shown. The appearance of these non-critical propagators is the most characteristic property in the hard mode system. In case of equilibrium phase transition, a system containing second order non-linear processes such as the ¢3-TDGL model has the critical dimensionality 6, while the critical dimensionality of a hard mode system containing second order non-linear processes such as Brusselator and Oregonator is lowered to 4 due to the presence of non-critical propagators. Third, as the result of Wilson's renormalization group and E-expansion methods, it is shown that the critical exponents in the hard mode instability are exactly the same as those of the two-component ¢4-TDGL model in equilibrium phase transition within the lowest order in E. This may not be surprising, since there exist two conjugate critical modes in case of the hard mode instability.
